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FOURTH SEMESTER B.A.  DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2016 
.  (CUCBCSS-UG)  

Core Course—English.  

ENG 4B 01/DMENG  4B 01—MODERN  ENGLISH LITERATURE 

flaree  Hours Maximum :  8( 

Answer the following bunches of questions :  

1 Whose days were spent in "ignorant good will" ?  

(a) Patrick Pearse's. (b) Maud Gone's. 

(c) John Porter's. (d) The Unknown Citizen's. 

2 'What does the word 'refractory' mean in 'And the camels galled, sorefooted,  refracto  

(a) Stubborn. (b) Obedient. 

(c) Tired. (d) None of these. 

3 Which of the following is true in the case of the  Unknown Citizen ?  

(a) Happy. (b) Unhappy. 

(c) Ideal. (d) None of these. 

4 Which poem has the phrase 'Midnight Moment's Forest' ?  

(a) Next, Please. (b) The Constable Calls. 

(c) The Thought Fox. (d) None of these. 

5 Name a person associated with the 'Stream of Consciousness' movement :  

(a) James Joyce. (b) Daniel Defoe. 

(c) Charles Dickens. (d) None of these. 

6 Which of the following works is mentioend  by Virginia Woolf in her essay ?  

(a) Robinson Crusoe. (b) Return of the Native. 

(c) Emma. (d) All of these. 

7 Which character is referred to as "Tragedy" in The French Lieutenant's Woman ?  
(a) Sarah Woodruff. (b) Dr. Grogan. 

(c) Aunt Tranter. (d) All of these. 

8 Who is professionally an actress in Look Back in Anger ?  

(a) Helena. (b) Alison. 

(c) Mrs. Redfern. (d) None of these. 
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9 Whom did Charles Smithson actually love ?  

(a) Earnestina. (b) Sarah. 

(c) Mrs. Fairley. (d) None of these. 

0 What is true about the boy in 'Araby' ?  

(a) In love. (b) Living alone. 

(c) Cruel. (d) None of these. 
(10x 1 =  10 r  

nswer  any ten of the following questions in two or three sentences each :  

1 What did Virgina  Woolf say about the Jane Austen's novels ?  

2 What is the theme of Auden's poem ?  

3 Mention and describe any one symbol in TS Eliot's poem. 

4 What was the prime interest in Paul's life ?  

5 What is the theme of Larkin's poem ?  

6 Why did the boy in 'Araby' like The Memoirs of Vidocq  ?  

7 Why did the constable pay a visit to the boy's house ?  

8 Who is killed at the end of the play 'Dumb Waiter' ?  

9 Which comment on the use of footnes  in The French Lieutenant's Woman ?  

,0  What was the change in Colonel Redfern's attitude towards Jimmy ?  

1 Who is the central woman character in Pygmalion ?  

2 Who is the military officer who joins Higgins ?  
(10 x 2 20 r 

Lnswer  four of the following questions in a paragraph of 100 words each :  

r3  Imagism. 

04  Autobiographical element in the poem by Yeats. 

5 The Magi and the temptations. 

6 The Dumb Waiter' as Absurd Drama. 

7 Post-modern features of The French Lieutenant's Woman. 

8 Cliff Lewis. 
(4 x 5 =  20 r 

Lnswer  any two of the following questions in 300 words each :  

°,9  The modernist dimensions of the story 'Araby'. 

10  The depiction of the martyrs in the poem 'Easter 1916'. 

1 Complexity of relationships in the play Look Back in Anger. 

2 Discuss the plot structure of Thc,  French Lieutenant's Woman. 
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